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ABSTRACT
In recent years, technical improvements to sensors have attracted a
great deal of attention, in particular due to the sensors’ capability
recognizing user contexts. In this paper, we propose an implicit
context awareness system that identifies user context by sensing
the context of surrounding environments. We implemented a prototype two cameras in a variely of situations. Evaluation results
showed that the system was effective and improved context recognition. Our method can be used to identify rich contexts that cannot
be recognized by conventional methods.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [INFORMATION SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS]: Miscellaneous

General Terms
Human Factors
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1. INTRODUCTION
The recent downsizing of computers has attracted a great deal of
attention to the area of wearable computing. In wearable computing
environments, computers support the users anytime and anywhere.
Needless to say, there are many potential applications for daily living. The usability of these applicationsvaries on the basis of user’s
situations or environment as they walk, sit, talk while walking, or
simply spend time in a crowd. Researchers have recently been focusing on context awareness and its role in various wearable sensors, such as accelerometers, global positioning systems (GPS),
camera, and infrared sensors. Wearable computers provide users
with optimized sevices by recognizing user contexts: for example,
by displaying an alert to buy milk when the user is near a market
or by displaying a train timetable when the user enters a train station. With such services, it is important to recognize user context
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with high accuracy and stability. There has been much research on
ways to improve the recognition accuracy and the recognition of
new contexts by using various sensors[2, 3, 4]. In these studies,
user context is recognized directly via wearable sensors such as
accelerometers or biological sensors. Although Such systems can
identify user motions and health conditions in detail, they cannot
recognize contexts that depend on surrounding environments, such
as being watched by surrounding people.
In this paper, we propose an implicit context awareness system
that recognizes user contexts by sensing the context of the surrounding environments with a wearable camera and a microphone.
These user contexts are recognized by translating the surrounding
environment data. Implicit context awareness enables us to recognize user context from surrounding environments, which cannot be
done with conventional methods sensing user’s motion directly.
We assume that the people surrounding the user are the most
important element of the surrounding environment. Our system
detects the direction of these people’s faces because this positioning indicates what they are paying attention to. For example, if
most people are facing the user, it means that the user is attracting a lot of attention, perhaps because there is something attractive
and/or strange about them. In such a situation, the user is under
the context of being watched and the system alerts him to check his
appearance because there is a possibility that, for example his fly
is open. In our prototype, the system recognizes detailed contexts
by the integrative use of conventional context recognition methods
and our proposed implicit context recognition system. When the
system recognizes that the user is being watched, it determines the
reason by combining implicit and explicit contexts.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss related work, and in Section 3 presents the proposed method. Section
4 explains the implementation of our method and experiments are
discussed in Section 5. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section
6.

2.

RELATED WORK

In recent years, technical improvements to sensors have attracted
a great deal of attention, in particular due to the sensors’ capability
recognizing user contexts.
As an example of combining a variety of sensors to recognize
detailed contexts, Aoki, et. al. proposed a technique of context
awareness that uses not only information from electrical equipment’s ON/OFF state or infrared sensor but also from an omnidirectional camera that recognizes the position and posture of people
in a room[2]. Using this camera enables the system to accurately
recognize detailed contexts. There has also been research on a system that recognizes a user’s position and direction via a wearable
camera that captures surrounding images by using a relative angle

sensor, a magnetic sensor, and an accelerometer[3].
A tool has been developed using the recognition technology mentioned in the above researches[4]. It performs a guide service for
an exhibition in the museum. In this study, an experiment was performed in a science museum in Tokyo’s Kitanomaru Park. The
system detects user position and posture with a magnetic sensor,
gyro sensor, accelerometer sensor, and RF-ID tag. Wi-Fi access
points and RF-ID readers were placed in specific points throughout the museum. The system showed user position, description on
exhibits.
Almost of conventional research in the field of recognizing context awareness has not adequately considered surrounding environments but rather focused only on data that sensing user motion directly.
There is a conventional research that considering surrounding
environment. [5] Nakamura, et. al. using not only an acceleration
sensor but also a carbon dioxide sensor, which is worn on the hip
to recognize user contexts. This sensor recognizes user contexts by
analyzing the ambient environment concentrations of carbon dioxide. However, there is a problem that if only carbon dioxide is used
for the ambient situations, This study can use it only in limited
circumstances such as in a room or on a train. Moreover, system
cannot recognize user contexts via only carbon dioxide sensor.
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3.1 Implicit context awareness
Conventional methods recognize user contexts directly through
wearable accelerometers or biological sensors or by placing a camera to recognize user motions. These methods use sensor data directly to recognize user contexts.
In contrast, in implicit context awareness, the camera, thermography, a thermometer, GPS, infrared sensors, and ultrasonic sensors
are used not for sensing the target user, however they are used for
sensing the target’s surrounding environments. This type of sensing, provides us with environmental data related to the target, such
as people’s information that may be relevant to user’s condition,
surrounding sound, temperature, and humidity. These data can be
then translated into user context data, thus enabling us to recognize user context indirectly. This system can also recognize the details for movement or condition by sensing the target directly, however it is difficult to recognize conditions based on the surrounding
environment in the conventional method. The proposed method
senses the surrounding situations to recognize how user contexts
are affected by them, this enables us to recognize situations such
as whether or not a user is being watched by surrounding people,
the appropriate walking speed considering the surrounding people,
or the appropriate speaking volume. These recognitions expand the
range of context recognition.
The differences between the conventional and proposed methods
are shown in Fig 1. The proposed method differs in two primary
ways:
• It does not sense the target directly.
• It senses surrounding situations related to the target, then
translates this data into user context.

surrounding environments. Second, it must be possible to recognize user context by using data about the surrounding environments. In order to clarify these requirements, Table 1 shows examples of sensors that can be used for implicit context awareness.
As seen in the table, a variety of situations can be recognized
because there are many kinds of sensors, moreover, each sensor
can recognize different surrounding environments. It is clear that
the system can recognize user contexts that have previously been
unrecognized because it considers the surrounding environments.
Moreover, if we combine user contexts from the proposed method
with user contexts recognized directly, we can recognize user contexts in more detail.
Figure 2 shows the flowchart of the proposed method’s processes.
Each process is shown in detail at the following sections.

3.3

An implicit context awareness by face recognition

As mentioned previously, the direction of surrounding people’s
faces has an influence on user behavior. We therefore use information on face direction to look for an implicit context awareness.

3.3.1

Obtaining information about the surrounding
situation

The procedure for obtaining information about the surrounding
circumstances is outlined below. Figure 3 shows a screen shot of
this procedure that was captured by two cameras the user wore on
the front and back of the body. Figure 4 shows a rough flowchart
of the procedure, which is outlined below.
1. Capturing surrounding situation by camera.

3.2 System design
There are two requirements in implicit context awareness. First,
the recognition of surrounding conditions concerned with user conditions is needed because the user condition is determined by the

The system captures surrounding images in real time by using an every direction camera or multiple cameras.
2. Detection of direction of the face

Table 1: Examples of situations that can be estimated from ambient environments
Sensors
Camera
Thermography
Hygrometer
Infrared sensors
Microphone

Recognizing ambient situation
Anbient environmental changes
Human walking speed
Detects many front faces
Ambient temperature
Ambient temperature change
Ambient humidity
Whether other people are around
Distance between people around user
Volume of ambient sound
Type of anvient sound

User contexts
There is something you should focus on
Appropriate walking speed
Has attracted attention
Whether user is indoors or outdoors
Whether wearing a jacket or not is better
Weather
User may speak loudly
Degree of congestion
Volume of speaking
Location estimation

front
side

Figure 3: Screen shot of image acquisition

Capturing image

recognize the surrounding situations by the number of faces
pointed in each direction and by the detected face’s location.
In the proposed method, we can use two elements. First element is the type of face detected: for example, front face
is only detected, right face is only detected, or left and front
faces are detected. Second element is the number of detected
faces. Transition of the number of detected faces is also useful element. Table 2 shows lists of the surrounding circumstances and conditions used to estimate the situation around
the user by using face information. The example is of a user
who is wearing two cameras, one on the front of the body
and one on the back. (-) means items were not involved in
the recognition result. The face counts in Table 2 is decided
tentatively by preliminary study.

Face detection
Direction
Ambient situation
Surrounding
people’s focus

Number
Ambient
congestion

Figure 4: Flowchart of recognizing user context

The system detects what surrounding people are looking at
by detecting the face direction (right, front, or left) via object detection using Haar-like features[7]. That is provided
by OpenCV[6] is used to detect which of the three possible
directions the faces are pointing to. In this paper, we define the name of face direction based on people who sensed.
Therefore if people who sensed is looking left side of him,
we define the face direction’s name is “left”. We do the same
for front and right.
3. Translate to surrounding situations
We use cameras to obtain data on the surrounding environment, number of front, right, and left faces and the relative
location between a user and the surrounding people. We can

Using an implicit context awareness enables us to recognize situations that were not previously recognized. In addition, if we use
this method combined with the method that recognizes contexts directly, the system can recognize more detailed contexts like those
in Table 3.

3.4

System using implicit context awareness

It is possible to create new user context recognition applications
by using an implicit context awareness method. One example is an
application that creates an awareness of the lack of strange shapes
or of user behavior by sounding an alarm when the system recognizes that a user is being watched by surrounding people because
many front faces are detected. Moreover, using other sensors, we
can make applications that have various functions. If the user wears
a geomagnetic sensor on the head, we can make an application that
sounds an alert to look in the direction most of the surrounding
people are looking . In addition, if we are using GPS, we can make
an application that creates a map based on a photographic image of

Table 2: Example of translating information about the face to ambient situations
Direction of face
Front face
Left face
Right face
Right face
Left face
Front face only
-

Camera that detects
Front side
Back side
Front side
Back side
Only front side
Only back side
-

Condition
Total is more than five
Total is less than five
Total is more than five

Ambient situation
Ambient situation is crowded
Ambient situation is quiet
User is watched by surrounding people

Sum of front and back sides is more than five

Surrounding people are looking at the user’s right side

Sum of front and back sides is more than five

Surrounding people are looking at the user’s left side

Total is more than five

People around user walk a certain direction

Face detection has stopped
No face detect

People around user begin to move
There are no people in the situation

Table 3: Example of combination of circumstances surrounding environments and self-recognition results
Recognition result
Being watched by surrounding people
Surrounding people look a certain way
Being crowded
Moving ambient people
Sudden attention

Own situation
Do nothing
Giving a presentation
Walking
Walking in the city
Having a conversation
Using mobile phone
Walking
Waiting signal
Having a conversation
Using mobile phone

Recognition by implicit context awareness
Dress or costume is odd
Giving a good presentation
Walking while receiving the attention
Something interesting is happening nearby
Should be considering volume of voice
Should stop talking on mobile phone
Should walk carefully because it is crowded
Should walk because signal is changing to green
Remarking on something strange
Surrounding people feel bad about talking on mobile phone



what many surrounding people are looking at. To realize these applications, we need a framework that enables us to recognize situations like many surrounding people looking in the same direction.
We also need the platform to manage and to integrate a variety of
sensors. In this study, we used Wearable Toolkit[8, 9, 10], which
is a sensor management and service delivery platform for wearable
computing.

DEFINE Rule-ID
[ IN List-of-belonging-groups]
[ FOR Scope]
[ VAR Variable-name AS Variable-type]
WHEN Event-type[( Target-of-event)]
IF
Conditions
THEN DO Actions



3.4.1 Wearable Toolkit
Wearable Toolkit, a system platform for wearable computing,
is a middleware that runs between OS and wearable services. In
Wearable Toolkit, we describe system behaviors with eventdriven
rules and use plug-ins to extend system functions. Service developers can easily construct various services by combining plug-ins[11]
and describing rules that use the functions of plug-ins. We can add,
delete, or customize those services while the system is running by
adding, deleting, or modifying the rules.
All services are represented as a set of ECA rules, which were
originally a behavior description language in an active database
system that is a database technology. An active database processes
the prescribed actions in response to an event arising inside or outside the database.

3.4.2 ECA rule
Each ECA rule consists of three parts: Event, Condition, and
Action. The event part describes an event that occurs in the system,
the condition part describes the conditions for executing actions,
and the action part describes the operations to be carried out. Figure 5 shows the syntax of ECA rules for Wearable Toolkit. In the
Figure, Rule-ID describes the name of the ECA rule, and Eventtype describes the name of the event that triggers this rule. Conditions specifies the conditions for executing the following actions,
and we can use AND and OR operators in Conditions for describing complicated conditions. Actions specifies executing operations





Figure 5: Syntax of ECA rules in Wearable
Toolkit

and their arguments.

3.5

Application example

These items are example of situation that user’s behavior affected
by surrounding people’s faces in daily life.
• Conversation with person
• Waiting for a signal
• Watching the same thing or looking int the same direction
• During a presentation
• Being crowded place
• Using a mobile phone in a room or train
Under these conditions, we can create new applications that are
aware of the user’s situation by using the proposed implicit context
awareness method. Below are some examples of services we have
built.





//Initialization
DEFINE Startup
WHEN CMN_SYSTEM_START
THEN DO SERIAL_INIT_FORMED(’COM2’, 100, 9600, 8, 0, 0, 0,
’¥ [^¥ n]+¥ ,¥ [^¥ n]+¥ ,¥ [^¥ n]+¥ ,¥ [^¥ n]+¥ ,
¥ [^¥ n]+¥ ,¥ [^¥ n]+¥ ,¥ [^¥ n]+¥ ¥ n’, 1)
DO GLOBAL.CONTEXT = STRING(’NONE’)
// Start the context tool
DO START_CONTEXT_TOOL()
// 1.If the number of faces detected is above threshold,
// inform the user that ambient environment in busy.
DEFINE Crowded
WHEN SERIAL_FORMED_DATA IF NEW.DATA7 > ’4’ THEN
// Remember that ambient environment is crowded
DO GLOBAL.CROWDED = BOOL(1)
DO GLOBAL.EMPTY = BOOL(0)
DO CMN_ALERT(’Environment is crowded’)
// Remember that ambient environment is quiet (sum of detected faces is less than four)
DEFINE Few
WHEN SERIAL_FORMED_DATA IF NEW.DATA7 < ’5’ THEN
DO GLOBAL.CROWDED = BOOL(0)
DO GLOBAL.EMPTY = BOOL(1)
DO CMN_ALERT(’Environment is quiet’)
// Alert user that surrounding people are moving
// when suddenly no more faces are detected DEFINE Change
WHEN SERIAL_FORMED_DATA IF ?GLOBAL.INCOMING AND NEW.DATA7 < ’5’ THEN
DO GLOBAL.CROWDED = BOOL(0)
DO CMN_ALERT(’Surrounding people are beginning to move’)




Figure 6: Examples of proposed applications (1)

Table 4: NEW.DATA corresponding to type of information
Name
NEW.DATA1
NEW.DATA2
NEW.DATA3
NEW.DATA4
NEW.DATA5
NEW.DATA6
NEW.DATA7

Type of data
Number of front faces by front camera
Number of front faces by back camera
Number of front faces by both cameras
Number of side faces by front camera
Number of side faces by back camera
Number of side faces by both cameras
Number of faces by both cameras

1. The system informs the user that the surrounding environment is crowded when the number of detected faces exceeds
the threshold.

five for the sake of simplicity. Table 4 shows which NEW.DATA
corresponds to different of types of information sent via serial communication.

2. Inform user that people have begun to move around when
detected faces are suddenly no longer detected.

4.

3. Warn user, in either words or action, that there is something
wrong when it detects a front face above the threshold.
4. Take pictures and inform user if there is an interesting thing
when it detects a side face that is right or left above the
threshold.
5. Let user decide whether or note to respond to a Skype call
when it detects a face subthreshold. Can also refuse incoming Skype call when it detects a front face above the threshold.
6. Take a photo when it detects above the threshold or when a
user performs a gesture that has been done before and learned.
Figures 6 and 7 show examples of the rules used to make the
proposed applications. In these examples, the threshold number is

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented a prototype of the proposal system. We used a
Lenovo Thinkpad X200 computer (CPU: Intel(R) Core2Duo P8600
2.40 GHz，RAM: 3 GB) with a Windows XP operating system, Microsoft VisualC++2005 for application, WearableToolkit(rule engine dll ver. 0.1.0.69) , OpenCV(Open Source Computer Vision
Library) that is a collection of computer vision library developed by
Intel Corporation and videoInput[12] that is a library make easily to
use the DirectShow video capture, com0com [13] ver. 2.2.2.0 is for
tool that virtual ports. As a camera, we used two Microsoft LifeCam Show RLAs made by Microsoft-00007 (image sensor: two
million pixels, focal length: 50 cm - 1.5 m)
Next, we describe the details of the implementation.

4.1

Image processing

In our implementation of the prototype, we used training data for
the faces that had been prepared in OpenCV. We used only the side





// 3.Alert user to funny dress or behavior?
// when detect over threshold of front face.
DEFINE Focus
WHEN SERIAL_FORMED_DATA
IF NEW.DATA3 > ’4’ THEN
DO CMN_ALERT(’Being watched by surrounding people, is your dress or behavior funny?’)
// 4.Alert that there may be interesting thing around
// when detecting side face above threshold.
DEFINE Camera
WHEN SERIAL_FORMED_DATA
IF NEW.DATA6 > ’4’ THEN
DO SERIAL_SEND(’COM2’,’1’)
DO CMN_ALERT(’Surrounding people are looking at criterion. It anything happening?’)
//
//
//
//

Using Skype
5.System lets user decide whether to respond to Skype call
when detects face subthreshold, system refuses Skype’s incoming call
when detects front face above the threshold.

// Remember that have not yet recalled for Skype’s incoming call.
DEFINE Incoming
WHEN SKYPE_INCOMING THEN
DO GLOBAL.INCOMING = BOOL(1)
// refuse Skype’s incoming call when detects front face above the threshold.
DEFINE Crowdedincoming
WHEN SKYPE_INCOMING
IF ?GLOBAL.INCOMING AND ?GLOBAL.CROWDED THEN
DO SKYPE_HANDLE_INCOMING(NEW.ID, ’FINISHED’)
DO GLOBAL.INCOMING = BOOL(0)
DO GLOBAL.REJECT = BOOL(1)




Figure 7: Examples of proposed applications (2)
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Figure 9: Example of detection of side face

Figure 10: Example of detection in group photo

face, not left or right, because the prepared training data could not
discern the right face from the left. Figures 9 and 10 each show
an example of recognition of the front and side face, respectively,
using the training data we uses in the prototype. These example
faces were detected from still images.

it is estimated that the surrounding people are looking at a specific
thing regardless of the number of front face detected. The data on
estimate contexts is sent to Wearable Toolkit.

4.2 Estimating self context aware
In this prototype, the ambient environment is recognized as crowded
when more than five face detected. The ambient environment is
recognized as quiet when less than five faces are detected. When
the sum of detected faces is over five, it is estimated that the user is
being watched by surrounding people regardless of the number of
side faces present, and if the sum of side faces detected is over five,

4.3 Connecting to Wearable Toolkit
The application that obtains the face data communicates with
Wearable Toolkit via com0com, which is a virtual serial port in one
computer. The number of faces pointing in each direction is sent to
Wearable Toolkit.

5.

EXPERIMENT

To determine the recognition rate accuracy of the implicit context
awareness by face recognition system, We evaluate by checking





// Reply to encourage people to call denied before.
DEFINE Return
WHEN SERIAL_FORMED_DATA
IF ?GLOBAL.REJECT AND ?GLOBAL.EMPTY THEN
DO CMN_ALERT(’Are you sure you do not want to reply to that call that you refused?’)
DO GLOBAL.REJECT = BOOL(0)
// Fewer people around, alert when there is an incoming call.
DEFINE Incomingalert
WHEN SKYPE_INCOMING IF ?GLOBAL.INCOMING AND ?GLOBAL.EMPTY THEN
DO CMN_SHOW_QUESTION(NEW.ID, ’Called by NEW.DISPNAME. Would you like to receive?’)
// If user answers YES, receive.
DEFINE SkypeAccept
WHEN CMN_ANSWER IF ?NEW.RESULT AND ?GLOBAL.INCOMING
THEN DO SKYPE_HANDLE_INCOMING(NEW.ID, ’INPROGRESS’)
DO GLOBAL.INCOMING = BOOL(0)
// If user answers NO, refuse.
DEFINE SkypeReject
WHEN CMN_ANSWER IF !NEW.RESULT AND ?GLOBAL.INCOMING
THEN DO SKYPE_HANDLE_INCOMING(NEW.ID, ’FINISHED’)
DO GLOBAL.INCOMING = BOOL(0)
// Take a picture when doing learned gesture
// under the situation detecting face above the threshold.
DEFINE Shutter
WHEN CONTEXT_RECOGNIZED(shutter) IF ?GLOBAL.CROWDED THEN
DO SERIAL_SEND(’COM2’,’1’)




Figure 8: Examples of proposed applications (3)

match between the recognition results from using the prototype and
from humans looking at video.

HMD

5.1 Preliminary experiment
For the preliminary experiment, we detected the congestion and
the level of surrounding interest at Sannomiya arcade in Kobe and
at Kobe University School of Engineering building in Kobe, Japan.
Figure 11 shows the experiment set-up. In this experiment, a participant wore two Web cameras on his front and back to recognize
surrounding situations. For labeling, we used eye movie GDV180
and a video camera to record the front camera’s and back camera’s
movie.
The camera’s image size was small - 320 × 240 pixels - because
if images from Web cameras are too big, our system cannot process
them in real time.
The experimental results demonstrated that the system can recognize if the user is in a crowed place or being watched by surrounding people. However, these were some problems. The image
size was too small, so the system could not recognize people far
away from the user. Also, the system’s frame rate was very low (5
FPS), which made it difficult to recognize people who were moving.

5.2 Evaluation experiment
The preliminary experiment demonstrates the it is difficult to recognize situations in real time. We therefore performed an additional
experiment in which HD video was used for the evaluation. For
getting HD video the participant walked around Sannomiya arcade
with wearing compact digital cameras on the front and back of his
body to obtain information on the surrounding situations. This experiment was carried out for 20 minutes.
The prototype performed face recognition on the video footage
moreover recorded the number of detected faces hour by hour. We

EXEMODE
eye Movie
GDV180
Small video
camera
Web camera

Figure 11: State of the Experiment

performed manual labeling while watching the parts of the movie
when the user was in a crowd or being watched by surrounding people. The evaluation was performed by matching the results against
recognition by the prototype. The threshold for recognizing “user
being watched by surrounding people” or “ambient environment is
crowed” was defined manually by looking at the first ten minutes of
movie. Then evaluate by comparing with manual recognition and
the system recognition using movie last 10 minutes.

5.2.1

Evaluation results

After watching the movie for ten minutes, we appointed three
as the threshold for recognizing that a “user is being watched by
surrounding people” moreover four as the threshold for recognizing
that a “user is in a crowded place”.

Table 5: Experimental results
User contexts
Surrounding area is crowed
Be in the spotlight

Label number
9
3

Recognition times
7
3

Table 5 shows the label number, recognition times, missed recognition times, precision, and recall. The proposed system’s recall
was 66.7% and its precision was 77.8% when the ambient environment was crowded, while the recall was 100% however the precision was 37.5% when the user was being watched by surrounding people. Unrecognition and missed recognition sometimes occurred, however the evaluation result shows that overall, implicit
context awareness by face recognition is useful. The labels of users
being watched are few because it is rude to stare at people in everyday life. We think that missed recognition of a user being watched
is due to recognizing people’s faces as they walk behind the user as
“watching”.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an implicit context awareness method
that recognizes user contexts by recognizing the surrounding situations, moreover discussed its implementation and design. Our
system can recognize new contexts that cannot be recognized by
conventional methods because it was an implicit context awareness
of the surrounding people’s face direction. Result of prototype testing demonstrated that the recognition of surrounding situations is
useful for recognizing user contexts. We feel that this information
can be used to develop new tools or create new ways of using existing tools.
In the future, we aim to improve the system’s processing speed
and enable it to distinguish right faces from left. We also want
to use not only face but also eye direction to improve the accuracy.
Finally, we intend to use and combine additional surrounding information such as temperature, the movement of people, the degree of
sunshine, and the type or amount of mail in a mail box for implicit
context awareness.
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